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• Offering high quality programmes in special and inclusive 
education, guidance and counselling, and communication and 
speech disorders

• Promoting the concepts and knowledge of special education needs 
to the public

• Collaborating with various local academic, NGOs and educational 
organizations actively to expand different social services and 
seminars for parents



Hong Kong



History of Inclusive education in HK

Before SALAMANCA TWO TRACK 

APPROACH

Exclusion
Special 

Education

Integrated 

Education

Whole School Approach to Integrated Education (2003/04)
1. Early identification
2. Early intervention

3. Whole School Approach
4. Home-School- co-operation

5. Cross-sector collaboration (EDB, 2007)

White Paper on Rehabilitation in Hong Kong- Equal 

Opportunities and Full Participation (HK Government, 1995) 



Different types of Special Educational Needs in 

Hong Kong

Specific Leaning Difficulties

Intellectual Disability

Autism Spectrum Disorders

ADHD

Physical Disability

Visual Impairment

Hearing Impairment

Speech & Language 
Impairment

Source:  HKSAR Education Bureau, 2017



Students with special educational needs(SEN) in 

mainstream school 

of Hong Kong (2016-17) 

Specific 

Learning 

Difficulties

Intellectual 

Disability

Autism 

Spectrum 

Disorder

ADHD

Primary School 8861 671 5019 4349

Secondary 

school
11259 907 2802 5093

Total 20120 1578 7821 9442

Physical 

Disability

Visual 

Impairment

Hearing 

Impairment

Speech & 

Language 

Impairment

Primary School 114 29 296 2517

Secondary school 190 78 351 354

Total 304 107 647 2871

Source:  HKSAR Census and Statistics Department & HKSAR Education Bureau, 2017
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Emotional/Behavioral Difficulties

• Conduct Disorder (disruptive, oppositional, 

defiant)

• ADHD (inattentive, hyperactive, impulsive)

• Psychological disorder (depression, anxiety)

• Psychiatric disorder (bipolar disorder, 

schizophrenia)



Activity

• Think of a student you know with emotional 

and behavioral difficulties

• Work with one or  more people at your table

• Write and post the student’s characteristics –

both strengths and weaknesses



懲罰的效能
Does eliminating an undesirable behavior

mean that there will be an increase in 

desirable behavior?

• It only brings…

Anger

Hate

Negative attention

Escape

Lower self-image

More undesirable behavior

What’s the use of Punishment?



Family problem

Parenting

Developmental Problem

Learning Disabilities

ADHD

Autism

Language Delay

School system

Academic Pressure

Homework

Culture

Aggressions Tantrums Self-injuries

Hitting

Scratching

Kicking

Biting

Pinching

Throwing 

objects

Crying

Screaming

Whining

Scratching

Biting

Pinching

Self-choking

Eye-gouging



Is it okay to guess?



Positive Behavior Support 

Without determining the reasons, causes, or conditions 

under which a behavior occurs, 

Interventions are not likely to be effective. (Myles & 

Aspy, 2016)



What is 

Functional Behavioral Assessment?

FBA is a systematic method of “generating 

information on events preceding and following 

behavior in an attempt to determine which 

antecedents and consequences are reliably 

associated with the occurrence of the behavior” 

(Miltenberger, 1997:563)



7 steps to 

Functional Behavioral Assessment

Step 1. Clearly define a behavior of concern

Step 2. Obtain input from multiple sources: teachers, 
parents, student, checklists, record review, observations

Step 3.For each targeted behavior, document over time:

– Environment, time of day, class, teacher, peers, 
subject, activity

– Triggering event

– Does the student give any warning signs previously 
unnoticed?

Step 4. Consequences- what happens after the behavior 
occurs?

Step 5. What strategies and modifications have been tried?



FBA, continued:

Step 6. Analyze the data to determine the Function of the 

Behavior

Step 7. What does the student OBTAIN or AVOID from 

demonstrating the behavior?

- Escape/ Avoidance

- Power/Control

- Attention/Seeking

- Acceptance/Affiliation

- Sensory/Biological



Which Function is it?

Peter is hitting John, 

What is the function of the behavior? 



Questions to ask

1. List, describe, and prioritize behavior(s) of concern.

2. What do you think causes the behavior (e.g. What are the antecedents)?

3. What do you think is the function of the behavior?

4. How often do these behavior occur?

5. Is there any circumstance under which the behavior does not occur?

6. Is there any circumstance under which the behavior always occurs?

7. Does the behavior occur more often during certain times of the day?

8. Does the behavior occur in response to the number of people present?

9. Does the behavior occur only with certain people?

10. Does the behavior occur only during certain subjects?

11. Could the behavior be related to any skill deficit?

12. What observable events signal that the behavior is about to occur?

13. What one thing could you do that would likely make the undesirable behavior 
occur?

14. What are the consequences of the behavior?

Adapted from Dunlap, Kern Dunlap, Clarke, and Robbins, (1991); and O’ Neill et al. (1997).



FBA Reveals

• Peter is hitting other children on a regular 

basis.

• Peter’s mother said this started after he took 

the medicine.

• Peter’s mother revealed Peter used to have 

difficulties in speech.

What is the function 
of the behavior?



Self-Reinforcing

• Peter is likely hitting because it feels 
good for him to express his anger in such 
a way.

Behavior Plan (BIP):

• Peter is given a STOP-THINK- Do card 
that whenever he wants to hit John, he 
takes out the card to remind himself.



FBA Reveals

• Peter only hits John and only when John is 

playing with the toy Peter wants.

• When Peter hits John, John drops the toy and 

runs away leaving Peter to play with the toy. 

What is the function 
of the behavior?



Access to Activity or Object

• Peter has learned that when he hits 
John he gets the toy he wants.

• Behavior Plan (BIP):

Peter is only given access to the toy 
when correctly asks for it AND he has 
gone a prescribed amount of time 
without hitting. Initially, it may only 
be seconds, over time, the length of 
time is made longer. He is also not 
given close access to John while John 
is playing with the toy. 



FBA Reveals

• Peter hits John when John is working quietly. When 

he hits, the teacher comes over and gives Peter a 

lecture about hitting, sometimes he is given a time out  

in the corner of the room. While in time out the other 

students look and giggle at John. 

What is the function 
of the behavior?



Attention

• When Peter hits, he gets attention from the 

teacher and from the other students. He gets 

special attention by being put in a different 

area of the room.

• Behavior Plan (BIP):

The teacher attempts to give Peter more attention 

on a regular basis, gives him duties and praises him 

for doing well. Peter is taught how to appropriately 

gain attention and is rewarded for doing it 

correctly. Peter’s access to John is limited and if he 

hits John he is given to no attention; instead the 

attention is given to the person he hit. 



Remember

• Attention does not have to be positive to be 

rewarding!



FBA Reveals

• Peter hits John every day during the daily 

English lesson. After he hits John, John is 

given a time out. He is sent to sit in the corner 

and is not able to finish the class work.

What is the function 
of the behavior?



Escape

• By hitting John, Peter is given a chance 
to escape from the English lesson. 

• Behavior Plan (BIP):
Before the English lesson, Peter is placed at isolated 
desk while he is required to work on the English 
class work.  However, Peter is given the chance to 
take short breaks while working on the English 
tasks. He must answer teacher’s a number of 
questions before breaks. The number of questions is 
lengthened over time and Peter is taught to 
appropriately requests breaks. 



Main Outcome of a Functional 

Assessment

A description of 

the challenging 

behavior

An identified social 

function or purpose 

of the behavior

Identified setting event(s)

associated with the 

behavior



Behavioral Intervention Plan (BIP)

• Use FBA data to find a REPLACEMENT 

BEHAVIOR that meet the child’s need- the 

FUNCTION.

• “Feed their need”

• Activity: Sample FBA- develop BIP



Positive Behavioral Interventions & Support 

(PBIS)



Schoolwide positive behavior support



Positive Behavioral Interventions & Support 

(PBIS)

• School-wide systematic program

• Continuum of positive behavioral support systems

• Teach, model and reward positive social 
behaviors

• School establishes 3-5 behavioral expectations

• Consistency among all staff members is important 
for

– Identifying positive behaviors

– Giving consequences for unacceptable behaviors



Reinforcement Systems

• Individual, Class-wide, and/or School-wide

• Token System: daily point sheets, 

• Short term and long term goals

• Intervals and reinforces can be individualized

• Target behaviors: common categories and 

some individual behaviors

• Contracts between student and staff



Evaluating Program effectiveness

A Tool for School Self-Evaluation and School Development
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